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Visiting Artist Alyce Gottesman - Deliberations Exhibition

The Fine Arts Gallery is a teaching gallery for the Stark Campus and
Stark County community. We have a commitment not only to students,
staﬀ and faculty but also to the community at large to present high caliber
art through exhibitions. The gallery contextualizes the work by stressing
the meaning, function, and the relationship between the artwork and the
social or historical condition in which it was created. Each exhibition has
been chosen for its relevance to our curriculum so that the exhibit may
further the teaching we do in our studio and art history classrooms. The
gallery is also used by many FYE classes.

Please click hyperlinks for installation views, press releases, and catalog excerpts.

Selected Curatorial Projects, Main Hall Gallery, Kent State University at Stark AY 2016 - 2017

Drawing Invitational: Artists- Noelle Allen,
Jean Alexander Frater, Joseph Karlovec,
Anderson Turner, Josh Welker,
Patricia Zinesmeister Parker
September 6– 30
Curated by Jack McWhorter & Andrea Myers
Reception/Artist Talk
Drawing is a complex, energetic, and evercontemporary activity. It serves a variety of
purposes: from accurate description to
informal notation; from social commentary to
playful, inventive meandering; from
psychological revelation to dramatic impact. In
our semi-annual Drawing Invitational, each
artist turns their gallery space into a unique
viewing experience. This year’s artists present a
show that ranges from summer like
abstractions, to elegant room reconfigurations.
Innovative abstract works, moody night-life
and conceptual urban-scapes are featured.

Glade Invaded: Paintings by Marianne
Van Lent
October 5-28 –
Curated by Jack McWhorter
Reception/Artist Talk/Student Critiques
Filtered through memory, Marianne’s work
examines the mysterious forces of the
physical world and investigates our fragile
position in the universe through the
intersection of natural and technological
modalities. She constructs places, worlds,
cosmologies that are represented both in
the outer world of nature and the inner
world of the psyche. Creating a multi
dimensional collision of realms, the
glimmer of unexpected openings provides
inspiration for the process of painting. Her
painting process relates to the process of
transcendence and transformation in which
magic occurs through abstraction.

Catalogue

Nanny Ville: Drawings, Prints & Zines
by Elizabeth Dallas
Curated by Jack McWhorter
Reception/Artist Talk/Workshop
February 8– 28 2017
Elizabeth's drawings are a result of her
experiences as a first time nanny. The
drawings represent an attempt to process
ordinary yet transformative occurrences,
serving as a visual diary. This format has
helped her explore and reflect on moments
within the home as caretaker to a young
child, express and understand social issues,
and share internalized childhood memories.
Working only in ballpoint pen and
permanent marker, the drawings are
reminiscent of relief printmaking, as well as
the DIY style that is distinct to 'zine' culture
- both of which promote the sharing of
ideas.

Deliberations: Paintings by Alyce Gottesman
March 1– April 7 2017
Curated by Jack McWhorter
Reception/Artist Talk/Workshop:

Review:
http://artwach.blogspot.com/2017/03/a-streamfelt-and-born.html

Alyce grew up beside a lake in a rural part of
New Jersey, spending her days outdoors as much
as the weather would allow. Her consciousness
became attuned to the rhythms of the seasons
and the energy of nature. This stream became the
basis of her painting. Alyce lived in northern
California as a young adult, and now spends
months each year there for the light, the beauty
and the inspiration of the place. Another
important influence on her work has been a
lifelong appreciation of music. Working in the
abstract, Alyce feels like she is channeling the
vigor and cadences of nature and music. Rhythms
appear as drips and brushstrokes; colors and
patterns are quiet, loud, energized, erratic.

Selected Curatorial Projects, Main Hall, Kent State University at Stark AY 2015 - 2016

Divergence: Sculpture Installation by
Claire Murray & Susan McClelland
September 2-25 2015
Curated by Jack McWhorter
Reception/Artist Talk/Student Critiques
An installation of organic, sculptural forms
created as a point of departure in the
common ground of fiber work that exists
for the two artists. “Divergence”
demonstrates the generation of several
possible solutions to a problem; each
unique and harmonious.

Supra Ecology: Prints by Taryn McMahon
October 5 – 30 2015
Curated by Jack McWhorter
Opening Reception/Artist Talk
Taryn’s work uses images of patterned
botanicals to investigate sites and histories,
highlighting the complicated construction of
an idea of “nature”. The resulting installations
are responsive to the architecture of their site,
changing viewers’ ambulation through the
space and creating a bodily experience.

On and Off the Grid: Paintings by Liz
Yamin, Emily Berger, Sue Post and
Bosilijka Raditsa
Curated by Jack McWhorter
March 7– April 6 2016
Reception/Artist Talk/ Student Critiques
An important commonality among these
four New York City based artists is their
approach to time as an element of imagery
and as an essential part of the process of
painting and of the viewer’s experience.
With this selection of paintings,
exemplifying two contrasting currents in
abstraction, grid vs. non-grid, viewers can
examine some of the theoretical issues in
contemporary painting while grounding the
discussion in the specificity of the work.

Palpable/Sensory/Tactile
Sculpture by Isabel Farnsworth & Shannon
Hines

Isabel Farnsworth
Curated by Jack McWhorter
April 11 – May 6 2016
Reception/Artist Talk
The body, memory and landscape
have been recurring and overlapping
themes in Isabel’s work for some
time. Water embodies so much
meaning for me personally; its
rhythms and currents seem to have
emotive states… the tides pull on us,
the cycles cycle through us. Fluidity
as a state of being invites so many
associations… water speaks about
life’s journey, about Blow and
movement…. water has various
incarnations, can shape shift, has so
many moods, Bills voids, exceeds
boundaries, ebbs and Blows – is
calming, restorative, powerful.

Selected Curatorial Projects, Main Hall Gallery, Kent State University at Stark AY 2014- 2015

Wood, Fire and Ashes- Wood-fired ceramics from the
Kent State University Kirkagama Kiln"
Curated by Jack McWhorter
September 2- 27 2014
Reception/Artist Talk
Eva Kwong ( Resident Faculty)
Dave Alban ( Visiting Artist)
Matt Courtney (Visiting Artist)
Students:
Elisa Kazek
Adam Klein
Chris Osterland
Kabir Syed
Andy Thomas
Zach Wollert
Dayshawnda Ash
Felicia Bonaduce
Maeve Doley
Kaylie Finley
Monica Graves
Kerie Johannes
Adam McVicker
Ryan Osborne
Mindy Sand

Carolanne Tkach

TrendFACTORY: STARK: Prints by
Leslie Mutchler
Curated by Jack McWhorter
October 3 – 27 2014
Reception/Artist Talk
Mutchler’s most recent projects are
experiential, WorkLAB Satellites and
TrendFACTORY, examine the purpose and
functionality of the printed form and the
use of handcraft through multiparticipatory installations.
Mutchler is Associate Chair and Director of
the AAH Core Program for the
Department of Art and Art History at the
University of Texas at Austin.

ACTION & ACCIDENT
PAINTINGS BY CECILY KAHN
EXHIBITION
Curated by Jack McWhorter
NOVEMBER 5 - 30, 2014

Reception/Artist Talk/Workshop
As a native New Yorker, Cecily’s paintings
have always reflected the angularity of the
city. She spent years making paintings of
buildings, roof tops, and finally maps of the
city. Cecily began to play with the map
image, layering one on top of the other thus
creating new forms. Eventually, these map
paintings shed their representational base
and became more internal, psychological
maps. She embrace’s opposing forces to
create balance. Paint surfaces are explored
by using various mediums to thin the paint
or thicken it to impasto. Color and form are
used in both organic process and
consciously formal decisions, to explore
ideas of plasticity and formalism.

Review
http://artwach.blogspot.com/2014/11/drip-

Entropic Melodies: Prints by
Bridget O’Donnel
Curated by Jack McWhorter
February 2 – 21
Reception/Artist Talk
A related spirit of flux and ambiguity is
clearly at work in the mixed media works on
paper by Bridget O’Donnell. Her pieces,
however, are more autobiographical than
ostensibly “natural.” Sourced in maps of
places where she has lived, you might
consider her visions collectively as an
abstract journal of sorts, describing not just
the rhythmic patterns of street layouts, but
moving or “writing” through them in
variable states of mind and heart.

Point of Reference: Video, Painting,
Photography, Sculpture & Book Art.
Curated by Jack McWhorter
Reception & Artist Talk
MARCH 10 - APRIL 6, 2015
By Nashville Based Artists:
Peggy Corlew, Kelsey Goessman, Laura
Whitfield, Mika Mollenkopf, Sara Benton,
Sophia Stevenson, Johanna Torres, Burt
Blackwood, Maxwell Parker, Jill Schumann,
Corrina Joyner, Ashley Doggett
Feminist ideologies are easily misinterpreted
throughout history, so our departure will
constitute our own point of reference. This
exhibition explores the ideals defined by
feminism throughout history, and is the
mode in which we choose to create. Not
having a choice of what history we were
taught silenced the stories of the oppressed.
So instead of accepting what we were
taught as everything valid and everything
not as unimportant, we formed a pack to
create our own dialogue with the stories
untold. The purpose of this group is to
learn and share the knowledge and
experiences of feminist artists living within
the contemporary world.
Unorganized Territories: Sculpture by
Mark Schatz,
Curated by Jack McWhorter
Statement:
I have long been drawn to weathered
landscapes, cuts in the layered terrain
around highways and other megainfrastructures, and to the generative
domestic architecture of the animal
kingdom; beaver dams, bee hives, and
termite mounds. These records are records
of time as a process of give and take and of
life as a process of catastrophic loss and
gradual accumulation.

Review
http://artwach.blogspot.com/2015/04/a-kingdomof-precipitous-peaks_91.html

Unorganized Territories begins with small
places and individual structures. The
footprint of these places is traced onto a
sheet of discarded cardboard, cut out, and
then traced again. In each cycle of
recording and capturing the shape of the
original structure, small errors and
omissions are made, re-made, and
magnified in a game of telephone that
gradually transforms into a landscape.

Selected Curatorial Projects, Main Hall Gallery, Kent State University at Stark AY 2013- 2014

Home: Installation and Body Art By
Jessica Todd
Curated by Jack McWhorter
August 30 - September 19 2013
Reception/Artist Talk

‘Out of the Land of Nod’ Drawings
by Chad Hansen
Curated by Jack McWhorter
October 3 – 27 2013
Reception/Artist Talk

Danielle Mysliwiec Title of Exhibition:
(Recent Paintings)
Curated by Jack McWhorter & Gianna
Commito
November 5 – 30 2013
Reception/Artist Talk
The shapes (forms in relief, actually) are comprised
of painstakingly applied paint extrusions in repeated
patterns. It’s an organized impasto so minute in
scale and stringy in character that they have all the
look of woven textile swatches. Mysliwiec’s
technique is essentially that of a baker, using a
piping bag and tip to apply frosting. Knowing that
helps to bring some added conceptual
dimensionality and mystical charm to these works.
The meticulous weaving effect of the paint is a
loving nod to the discipline of fine traditional crafts.
Review:
http://artwach.blogspot.com/2013/11/
Jason Urban – Title of Exhibition:
Streaming Fields
Curated by Jack McWhorter & Bridget
O’Donnel
February 12 – 28 2014
Artist Talk
Installation Views:

Stephanie Craig and Todd Leech
CoLab
Curated by Jack McWhorter
March 10– April 6
Reception/Artist Talk
Stephanie and artist/husband Todd Leech
maintain a ceramics studio, “Hectic Studio”, in
Cleveland, OH. In addition to pursuing their
individual studio practices, they often work
collaboratively on projects. Most recently,
Stephanie and Todd exhibited collaborative
sculptures at River Gallery, Rocky River, OH
(Oct/Nov/Dec 2015).

Student Juried Exhibition

Curated by Jack McWhorter &
Carey McDougall
Juror: Robert Thurmer
Gallery Director, Cleveland State University

Student Exhibition/Awards Ceremony

Selected Curatorial Projects, Main Hall Gallery, Kent State University at Stark AY 2012- 2013

Constructed Spaces: Paintings by George
Schroeder

Curated by Jack McWhorter

September 4 22
Opening Reception/Gallery Talk

Things happen in George Schroeder’s paintings.
They speak. Or keep their secrets. Are they
generous revelations of knowable, familiar things,
or silent witnesses to mysteries? That would largely
depend upon viewers’ expectations, focus and
intentionality in assessing the elegant geometric
abstractions that Schroeder offers. His “lines” can
just as well be read as juxtaposed planes, in high
contrast, that interact in a variety of ways. These
interactions – intuitive decisions on the artist’s part,
imbue the paintings with a formal intelligence that
balances rhythmic movement with stillness. Amid
all the precision of flat, hard-edged geometric
design there is also a richly subtle and playful spatial
balancing – a gentle pushing and pulling between
positive and negative planes.

Views from the Periphery
Ceramics by Amy Krusinski Sinbondit

Curated by Jack McWhorter

10/3-10/27
Opening Reception and Artist Talk

When Sinbondit first began working in ceramics,
she found that she liked the responsiveness of
working with material directly in her hands,
enjoying the physicality of a dimensional material—
seemingly with the capability to mold anything she
wished.
But then, as she learned the boundaries of the
media, finding that clay could do this but not that,
she had an impulse to push. For a time she looked
to find expression for her ideas with metals, with its
different traditions and sensibilities. The
explorations of that period continue to inform her
sculpture.

Early 20th Century Prints from School of
Art Collection
Curated by Dr. Molly Lindner & Jack
McWhorter
11/5-12/10 2012
Opening Reception: November 7

Assembled Contemplations
Site-Specific Installations
By Erica Raby & Group
Curated by Jack McWhorter
February 11 - 28, 2013

Exploring installation in my own work has enabled
me to connect with installation artists locally,
regionally, and nationally. In 2010 at The Torpedo
Factory Art Center in Alexandria, VA (outside of
D.C.) as visiting artist I met individuals from all
over the country with similar interests in material,
form, and methods of making art. While in D.C. I
was introduced to a group that promotes installation
opportunities for artists, MicroWave Project, and
participated in several exhibits and pop-up shows
with them. More recently, this past summer, I was
involved in an installation event in Lakewood, OH
at the Screw Factory for “All That Matters to me.”
This show mainly featured installation artists and
many site-specific projects built for the show. Since,
these shows promote what I want to bring to
campus I will be working with them to provide a
variety of artists for the exhibit.
Installation requires energy and excitement to drive
it. Working in a space that others come into not only
involves the artist creating the work, but the
viewers. It is my goal to bring this way of work to
campus by planning a show consisting of only
installations in the Main Hall Gallery.

Continuum: Mixed Media Work by Susan
McClelland

Curated by Jack McWhorter

3/12-4/10 2013
Opening Reception & Artist Talk

Just as life is a transformation, the material I
use goes through its own transformation.
As I learn and understand different
processes, I incorporate them into my work.
My method involves learning to accept and
work within the parameters of change.
Decisions are made to repair, aggravate,
camouflage, destroy the result, or continue
with the novel idea. Common raw materials
are transformed into an unrecognizable
material, familiar yet unfamiliar.

Review:
http://artwach.blogspot.com/2013/03/
transcendent-tendrils.html

Change: Paintings by Grace Summanen
4/19-5/11 2013
Curated by Jack McWhorter
Reception/Artist Talk: T
Statement:

Currently in my paintings I have been using folded
fabric as a means to explore texture, line and
movement. I have used curtains, blankets, and
scraps from other projects. The fabric I use has
been collected by me for various reasons. Different
fabrics allow for experimentation with multiple
textures and paint applications. Traditionally in
painting, fabric is a common still life subject; but
instead of painting the illusion of the fabric, I am
painting the fabric itself. This abstracts the subject
matter for inspection, exploration, and
transformation. I am also interested in the
traditional associations with feminine crafts. For my
installations, I may or may not paint the objects, but
the principles I use in my paintings or drawings are
the same.

Selected Curatorial Projects, Main Hall Gallery, Kent State University at Stark AY 2011- 2012

Internal Powers
Paintings by Nancy Seibert
Curated by Jack McWhorter
September 1 - 23, 2011
Main Hall Gallery
The show’s title – “Internal Powers” – is apropos
not just because Seibert draws her pictorial
inspiration from the atmospheric and earthy
nuances of summer and autumn, but because the
works are manifestations of the power of the
artist’s intuition in generating her ethereal visions.
Who can catch the wind indeed? These paintings,
while suggesting seasonal light, color, and airy
motion (without being literal illustrations), are also
intriguing, visceral evidence of an ephemeral,

Review
http://artwach.blogspot.com/2011/09/empyrealenergies.html

Public STEEL
A welded Sculpture Exhibition
by Terrence Klausman
Curated by Jack McWhorter
August 29 - September 16, 2011
Fine Arts Project Gallery

Flourescence: Works on Paper by Sarah
Fairchild

Curated by Jack McWhorter
April 9 - May 4, 2012

Review
http://artwach.blogspot.com/2012/04/
phantasmagardens.html

Welcome to Sarah Fairchild’s phantasy
garden. Here, the lush, warm plant life
appears so tactile and dimensionally
substantial (often aided by the integration
of accents in dark nylon flocking) that it’s
hard at first to believe these are, after all,
flat paintings. Her forms are like relief
sculptures floating in atmospheres
suggestive of phosphine – that
physiological sensation of feathery light
blooms you see when pressing on your
eyeballs through closed lids. And for all of
their beautiful exactitude as representational
imagery, many of the paintings’ interior
passages are intriguingly abstract. Some of
those passages are playful reversals of the
figure-ground dynamic, as when little
chunks of background color show through

Selected Curatorial Projects, Main Hall Gallery, Kent State University at Stark AY 2010- 2011

‘Freshly Hatched’
MFA Graduate Student
Exhibition
September 7 – 30 2010

Freshly Hatched provides a look at
current graduate students in Kent
State University's
Master of Fine Arts program.
Within an era of interdisciplinary
artists, the exhibition’s
participants offer innovative
strategies for compromising
complex conceptual concerns, the
metaphors of materiality and the
the viewer-object relationship.
Curated by Emily Sullivan, recent
MFA graduate, artists include:
Lesley Sickle (Printmaking), Nicole
Calderon (Painting)
Annie Stimson (Sculpture), Nikki
Couppee (Metals) and Tabitha Ott
(Metals).

Jazz-zounds
Elizabeth Babb Exhibition
Curated by Jack McWhorter
October 6 – 30 2010
Reception/Gallery Talk
I paint a fragmented reality. My work is
inspired by bits and pieces of natural an
man made forms, as well as sound and
music. I work with light, shadow, color and
form dissected from nature. The forms
present themselves to me as I piece together
the information from things I see around
me. I use the logic of the dream world. I
gather images, tear them apart, then piece
them together into new forms which appear
very different from their origins.

‘Breaking New Ground’
Faculty Reading Room & Exhibition
Curated by Jack McWhorter
November 3 – 30

Foundations Exhibition
Curated by Jack McWhorter & Carey
McDougal
December 1- February 4

Printmaking Expedition Project:
Zygote Press at Kent State University
at Stark
Curated by Jack McWhorter & Emily
Sullivan
February 9 – 27

Typographic Works
Matthew Tullis & Jeff Jensen
Curated by Jack McWhorter
March 2 – April 2 2011

The two person show of Kentucky graphic
artists Jeff Jensen and Matthew Tullis. The
artwork ranges in media from Jensen’s bold
42 x 48 inch graphic paintings to Tullis’
colorful photos of letters and threedimensional word sculpture.

NEW WORLD: Places + Forms
Sculpture, Drawing & Installation

Curated by Jack McWhorter
April 7 – May 6 2011

Selected Curatorial Projects, Main Hall Gallery, Kent State University at Stark AY 2009 - 2010

Micro/Macro
Paintings by Emily Vigil

Curated by Jack McWhorter
September 7 – 30 2009
Reception/Gallery Talk

The Digital Cloth: Images That Make
You Go HmmBy Vincent Quevedo

Curated by Jack McWhorter
October 9– 23 2009
Reception/Gallery Talk

‘Cozy’

Curated by Jack McWhorter & Carey
McDougall

Angela Nichols, Julie Deutschman,
Kortney Niewwierski, Summer Zichefoose
Nov. 7 - Dec. 5 2009

Black & White Photography
by Cheri Jones
Curated by Dr. Brenda Smith & Jack
McWhorter

February 9 – 27

Sustainability: Art Across Disciplines

Featuring photographs of water by Kent State
University at Stark Students
Curated by Dr. Penny Bernstein, Mitch McKinney
& Jack McWhorter
April 7 - May 10

Directions To My House
Paintings by Patricia Zinsmeister Parker
Curated by Jack McWhorter
October 3 – 31
Reception /Gallery Talk

Inspired by Japan: Resist Dye
Techniques Traditional and Modern by
Rebecca Cross & Hanna Romaniuk
&
Japanese Kimonos from the Kent Museum
Collection
Curated by Jean Druesedow, Director
Kent State University Museum
February 5 – 28
Reception/Gallery Talk/Rebecca Cross
Workshop

Mental Spaces
Visiting Artists Johann Tierlink & Maria
Swinnen (Brussels Based Artists)

Curated by Jack McWhorter
March 3 – April 3 2009

The intention was to typify the 20th Century, to
capture its essence in plain words in the same
manner earlier centuries have been captured.
Our starting point was mental space which opens
up a vast space alongside the tangible reality, the
latter being exclusively based on ‘real’ and factual
observations. We no longer live in ‘the’ world but
in ‘our’ world.

Drawing Without Paper
Artists: Aaron Hubbard, Scott Phillips, Andrew
Seigferth.

Curated by Jack McWhorter & Carey
McDougall
April 13 - May 10

Selected Curatorial Projects, Main Hall Gallery, Kent State University at Stark AY 2007 - 2008

Shelf Life: Mixed Media Collage by
Clare Murray

Curated by Jack McWhorter

August 27 - September 15 2007

I have come to realize that materials and
processes are what drive my artmaking,
along with beginning with a concept or
specific image. It is important to me to
create work where the “materials match the
meaning”. With this in mind I select
materials for their ability to help
communicate my ideas.

Confessions: Mixed Media
Assemblages
by Thomas Wachunas
Curated by Jack McWhorter September
21 – October 13

Statement:
My work over the past several years has
been to develop a pictorial language - a
codified archaeology of the soul - that
articulates my relationship with God as I
understand him. Visually, the pieces tend to
embrace a subtle tension between arcane
and universal symbols. My hope is that they
present an edifying balance of semantic and
iconic content. Then again, I could be
mistaken. In that case, God only knows
what they're about.

Regional Wood Craft Artists ‘Turning
Wood Into’
Curated by Jack McWhorter & Carey
McDougall
November 26 - December 22

Personal Cartography
Recent Work by Rhea Nowak
Curated by Jack McWhorter
March 3 - March 28 2006
Statement:

I am intrigued by the relationships between
rhythm and awkwardness
presence and absence
mark and intention
sign and context

Selected Curatorial Projects, Main Hall Gallery, Kent State University at Stark AY 2006 - 2007

Native American Artifacts
November 3- 30 2006
Reception/Gallery Talks
Curated By Thomas Norton-Smith & Molly
Lindner

It was a new experience to research
Native American art, and with the help of
Thomas Norton-Smith, I learned much about
Indian art in Ohio and neighboring areas
where the tribes existed in historical times.
The pre-historic Indian artifacts in the
exhibition came from excavations and
collections donated to the Massillon Museum.
Reproductions of arrowheads and other
artifacts found in the Noble Pond excavations
(stored at the Stark Campus) were also on
display. As part of my research on the diverse
material on loan from the Massillon Museum,
I visited several museums in Ohio with
excellent collections of Native American art
and assisted the Massillon Museum in more
accurately dating and identifying possible findspots of several oftheir pre-historic artifacts.
Altogether, it was a most pleasant and
educational collaboration.
Molly Lindner

Artists & Teachers #5
January 10 - 27

Curated by Jack McWhorter
The Artists and Teachers 5th Annual exhibition
features paintings, drawings, photography,
ceramics and sculptures by the educators who
inspired the participating students in this year’s
Scholastic Art competition.

Surfacing Sexuality: Kortney Niewierski
February 2 - February 23
Curated by Jack McWhorter & Carey
McDougall
Statement:
Organic shaped objects reminiscent of
anatomical or animal-like forms and
metaphorical imagery are intended to
intrigue one’s curious side, while their
oddity, offbeat humor and innuendo may
keep one at bay. Soft fabrics, rubber inserts,
drawings, and tactile materials provide a
reference to childhood toys, where the
forms, metaphors and implied actions are
very adult. The choice of fabric as a
medium and sewing as a means of
construction speaks to a level of
feminization and domestication. Fluid
forms and fleshy casts dominate the vision
of the work and imagery of the pieces
exposing an underlying tone of selfevaluation, while the attempt of the work is
to blur the lines between playful, appealing
and humorous, and naughty and off
putting.

